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Exciting
Times in
FindlayHancock
County

With the positive growth of this community and the passionate energy emanating from
our population in all sectors, at all levels, Findlay-Hancock County is immensely poised
to take corrective action against the complex social issues we are facing. These issues
are adversely impacting our citizens – young and seasoned alike – but can be reduced
or eliminated through collaborative, trusting relationships among public, private, and
social sector entities. Our community, therefore, is bringing together coalitions of
representatives to work through a process that is proven to successfully foster productive
partnerships that solve social issues like ours. This is Coalition Building. This process
is modeled from CivicLab—an Institute for Civic Collaboration, formerly known as
the Institute for Coalition Building, in Columbus, Indiana. We are strategically adding
it to the nationally-recognized Collective Impact Model to focus on envisioning and
implementing solutions that have true meaning and solve the root causes of our
community’s problems. Combining this process and model with our community-wide
spirit of, “This is Findlay – just do it!”, we are prepared to move forward and tackle our
issues as a team.

We invite you to roll up your sleeves with us and make things happen! By learning the
Coalition Building Process and the Collective Impact Model you will be prepared to
participate in any of the community-wide coalitions. We encourage you to join the other
members of these coalitions to identify Findlay-Hancock County’s social issues, outline
existing resources, uncover the root causes to our problems, envision an improved social
system, and implement projects that make profound changes for our citizens. This is
a long-term strategy, and the community is financially and physically investing in this
process and model for years to come. If this process and model are used consistently and
correctly, our community will reap enormous benefits. Be a part of this legacy!

PURPOSE
OF THIS
GUIDE

This document introduces you to the concepts within the Coalition Building Process and
Collective Impact Model so that you can be an active participant in one or more of the
community’s coalitions. There are committee chairs, guiding teams, facilitators, and a
backbone structure (i.e., Findlay-Hancock County Center for Civic Engagement [CCE])
to support your efforts. For further information beyond this guide, you can refer to the
CCE’s detailed manual.
We are excited that you are considering participation in our community’s endeavor!
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Over the past several years, a number of things have taken place that has led to a focus
on collective impact as a strategy to address complex social issues and the
adoption of the coalition building process to achieve collective impact in
Hancock County.
When John Urbanski began his tenure as CEO for the United
Way of Hancock County, he felt that it was important to get
perspectives from corporate CEOs and local businesses
regarding United Way and its community platform.
There was unanimous support for all of the work
of the United Way and the programs it funded.
However, the deeper question was “how
can you get to the root causes” of issues
in Hancock County? The United Way
incorporated two methods to define the
issues. First, it utilized its community
assessment data and brought together
community leaders to do a mapping
process of community needs.
Then, it followed the Harwood
Institute plan of community
conversations. Facilitators
were trained, and small group
meetings were held throughout
the county with representation
from students to seniors,
poverty to wealth, and various
social groups. The emphasis
of those conversations was on
“what we are doing right in
Hancock County and what can
make us better.”
Between the community
assessments and conversations,
the United Way heard from over
1,000 constituents of Hancock
County. Priority issues easily rose to
the top. Once the prime concerns were
determined, the United Way began to
work collectively to find a proven process
that would be community inclusive in
addressing these strategies. The priority
issues identified, in ranking order, were:
#1 Workforce Development/Financial Stability
#2 Mental Health /Substance Abuse
#3 Housing
#4 Early Childhood Development/Literacy
#5 Transportation
#6 Food Insecurity
#7 Abuse/Safety
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HOW
GOT

Around the same time, two additional things were taking place. First, the FindlayHancock County Community Foundation (Community Foundation) was
having a similar internal conversation, asking itself how it could make a
deeper impact on the county’s most significant issues. Staff from the
Community Foundation and United Way began participating
in training from FSG and the Collective Impact Forum in
order to learn more about collective impact. As part of
that training, both organizations joined a Community
of Practice, learning from peers around the country
on how to grantmaking practices in support of
collective impact.

WE
HERE

The second thing taking place was a
series of conversations between local
workforce partners and associates
from Columbus, Indiana. Findlay
and Columbus are very similar
communities and have a long
history of dialogue back and forth
stemming from radio stations
owned in both communities
by the Heminger family.
Dave Glass, VP/Director of
Broadcast at Findlay Publishing
Company, connected local
workforce partners with Jack
Hess and John Burnett from
CivicLab- an Institute for Civic
Collaboration in Columbus
to learn their coalition
building process. The coalition
building process is the “how
to” of collective impact, and it
provides a common language
and approach to all coalition
activities.
Workforce partners in Hancock
County adopted the CivicLab’s
coalition building process as a way
to guide work in this community.
Adoption of the process led to a
summit and training in fall 2015 where
stakeholders/coalitions were trained by Jack
Hess and John Burnett. Local facilitators were
subsequently provided more in-depth training
by Jack and John in 2016 in order to create a local
train-the-trainer system of support for coalitions.
Collectively, these activities led to the launch of the
Findlay-Hancock County Center for Civic Engagement at
the University of Findlay (CCE) in order to provide additional
resources and support for local collective impact endeavors.
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Coalition Building Process
Building Collective Impact:
The Practice of Coalition Building
The Stakeholder
Concept
WHO

The Engagement
Process
HOW

+

The Collaborative
Structure
WHAT

+

The Shared
Outcomes
WHY

+

The Grand Challenge

A compelling narrative about a complex community
problem greater than any single organization can
address.

The Next Turn of the Circle...
Continuous Improvement

What opportunities exist to...
Project Portfolio Review
Enlightened Improvement
Process Improvement

Strategic Alignment

Start Here:
Identify a
community
issue

HOW

Strategic Goal Tree
Coalition Structure
Performance Scorecard
Support Organization
Communications

Disciplined
continous
improvement
Conduct a
project with
deliverables and
metrics

Restructuring the Work

At the core of value transformation
is changing the way stakeholders are
organized to deliver service.

Balanced Portfolio of
Catalytic Projects

Identify and
prioritize
catalytic projects

Small Wins
Experiments
Systemic Solutions
Working Teams
Project Timelines
Shared Measures
Gather the Resources

WHO

Identify the right
people who want
to address the
issue

A Collaborative Process

The process is the solution. Agreeing
on a process for working together
from the beginning creates increased
commitment and builds trust among
stakeholder groups.
The Process Map
Decision-Making Process

The Critical Roles

Guiding Team
Facilitative Leadership
Stakeholder Organizations
Process Facilitator(s)
Content Experts

Establish and
build trusting
relationships
Gather and
understand the
data

The Shared Outcomes

What outcomes and benefits do the
stakeholders collectively desire? What
creates value for each stakeholder?

WHAT
WHY

What opportunities exist to...
form or strengthen relationships
coordinate, connect, or align things
restructure the existing work
leverage and build on assets
create new ways of working together

Stakeholder Alignment

What two to three themes would
strategically align the interests of the
stakeholder group?

Understanding the Challenge
What’s working well?
What challenges exist?
What could be better aligned?
What might be missing?
Where are the leverage points?
What can we influence?

*Image from CivicLab-an Institute for Civic Collaboration
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The fundamental creator or destroyer of value is
stakeholder relationships.
Stakeholder Leadership
Stakeholder Map

How could
we?

The Coalition
Building
Process

Create a current
and future state
picture

Future State Picture (“could-be”)

The Stakeholder Concept

Current State Map (“as-is”)
Project Work Maps
Customer Experience Maps
Systems and Network Maps
Strategy Matrix Maps
Asset Maps

Gathering the Information

Stakeholders have more confidence when they determine
their own information needs, as well as, how they will
gather it, analyze it, and use it.
Content and Contextual Information
Stakeholder Work and Projects
Show and Tell: Presenting the Collected Evidence

Key Elements of the Coalition Building Process
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Appropriate Metrics

Measuring changes in
the system using shared
metrics and databases

01

The Grand Challenge

The overarching issue you
are working to address as
a team
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Catalytic Projects

Activities that will
effectively move the
system from the
Current State to the
envisioned Future
State
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The Stakeholder Map

Who needs included in the
process for the outcome to
be successful
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The Future State

What the system will
become to overcome
the Grand Challenge

Icons courtesy of Freepik and Madebyoliver at www.flaticon.com
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The Current State
The existing system,
with its service and
relationship barriers
highlighted
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Collective Impact Model
Collective Impact is a model that guides organizations from different sectors to agree to solve a specific social
problem using a common agenda, aligning their work and using common measures of success. In order to
create lasting solutions to complex social problems on a large scale, organizations - including those in the public,
private, and social sectors - need to coordinate their efforts and work together around a clearly defined goal.
There are five conditions to Collective Impact.

Backbone Support
Organizations

Common
Agenda

Mutually Reinforcing
Activities

Continuous
Communication

Shared Measurement
System

*Image from CivicLab-an Institute for Civic Collaboration

Common Agenda – Requires all participants to have a shared vision for change, one that includes a common
understanding of the problem and a joint approach to solving it through agreed upon actions
Continuous Communication – Developing trust is key; Participants need enough experience with each other to
recognize and appreciate the common motivation behind their different efforts; They need time to see that their
own interests will be treated fairly and that decisions will be made on the basis of the objective evidence and the
best possible solutions to the problem, not to favor the priorities of one organization over another
Shared Measurement Systems – Agreed upon ways that success will be measured and reported
Mutually Reinforcing Activities – Requires a diverse group of stakeholders working together and encouraging
each participant to undertake a specific set of activities at which it excels in a way that supports and is
coordinated with the actions of others
Backbone Support Organizations – Backbone support is needed for the entire initiative in order to do the day to
day work and keep the work on track and moving forward; this could be a specific organization or services could
be shared amongst numerous organizations
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Integrating the Collective Impact Model and
Coalition Building Process
Coalitions in Findlay–Hancock County are using the Coalition Building Process in order to achieve Collective
Impact. The Coalition Building Process is the “how to” of Collective Impact and it provides a common language
and common approach to all coalition activities. It is essential for all coalitions in Findlay-Hancock County to
adopt and adhere to both the Coalition Building Process and the Collective Impact Model since so much work,
data, and outcomes will overlap from coalition to coalition.

Backbone Support
Organizations

Common
Agenda

HOW

Mutually Reinforcing
Activities

WHAT

WHO

Collective
Impact Model

Continuous
Communication

Shared Measurement WHY
System

*Image from CivicLab-an Institute for Civic Collaboration
4555 Central Avenue, Suite 2100
Columbus, Indiana 47203-1893
www.coalitionbuilding.org
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What Participation Means for You
CivicLab describes the coalition-building process for purposes of collective impact through these principles:
“1. Systemness: It’s a systems thing, not a single thing.
A social system is made up of the interrelated components of people and groups organized around a clearly
deﬁned purpose or goal. Making the parts of a system better doesn’t guarantee that the system as a whole will be
better. What truly matters is how the parts interact with one another.”
“2. Relationships: Transforming a system is about transforming relationships.
Transforming a system is ultimately about transforming relationships among people, conditions, and processes.
It’s everyone’s responsibility to understand how these relationships work and how they can be judiciously balanced
and shaped over time. Stakeholders should learn from and co-create solutions together as well as fundamentally
change the way people work together.”

“3. Process: Redesigning a system is a social process; the process is the solution.
Transforming a system requires a well-structured approach for building trusting relationships through which
stakeholders can develop a shared understanding of the system and develop a shared commitment to co-create
solutions together. A disciplined stakeholder engagement process is both a way of thinking and a deﬁned way of
working together. It creates a kind of ‘community operating system’ that guides and shapes a conversation among
a diverse group of stakeholders and provides a common language and a common approach that enables people to
collectively address problems at a whole-systems level.”
Each coalition meeting is strategically designed to involve continuous, active participation from all
attendees; Meetings are facilitated by a neutral continuous improvement expert who assists the coalition with
accomplishing specific deliverables to move through the Coalition Building Process. As a member of the
coalition, you can prepare to serve as an engaged participant by understanding the following objectives and
thinking ahead about what resources or services you and/or your organization can provide in discussions:
Who: Get the System in the Room
Key Objective: Assist with identifying who should be engaged in this Coalition Building Process 			
for the coalition’s particular grand challenge (i.e., complex social issue).
How to Prepare: Prepare a list of contacts that represent private, public, and social sectors who are 		
working parts in the current system and/or are critical components in a well-functioning future state.
Why: Help People See the System
Key Objective: Establish and build trusting relationships with fellow coalition members to collectively 		
gather, understand, and share data that answers why the system produces the outcomes it does.
How to Prepare: Bring available data, metrics, anecdotal comments, etc. that quantitatively and
qualitatively describe the current system. Identify what other data may be needed to accurately “paint” 		
a detailed picture of the current system. Assist with collecting missing/necessary data.
What: Shift the Collective Focus from Problem Solving to Co-Creation
Key Objective: Identify mutually reinforcing activities that will shape the system into what the coalition
thinks it should be for the benefit of the greater community population.
How to Prepare: Use appreciative inquiry to shine a light on the existing projects/programs/services 		
that are working well in the system and try to model those across all sectors.
How: Redesign the System
Key Objective:Agree on what collective behaviors need to change and what feedback loops to create.
How to Prepare: Participate in discussions on how work can be coordinated and completed in the 		
system as well as how success will be measured by all involved entities.
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Final Thoughts
CivicLab shares the following final thoughts on the Coalition Building Process: “A fundamental principle of the
coalition building process is iteration—once a project or pilot is conducted, executing the cycle again will extend
the knowledge further. In fact, the process should be repeatedly implemented in spirals of increasing knowledge
of the system that converge on the ultimate goal, each cycle closer than the previous. One can envision an open
coil spring, with each loop being one cycle of the coalition building process, and each complete cycle indicating
an increase in our knowledge of the system. This approach is based on the belief that our knowledge and skills
are limited, but improving.
Especially at the start of a project, key information may not be known. Rather than enter ‘analysis paralysis’
to get it perfect the ﬁrst time, it is better to be approximately right than exactly wrong. With the improved
knowledge, we may choose to reﬁne or alter the goal.
These thoughts were captured quite poetically by T.S. Eliot who wrote, ‘We shall not cease from exploration, and
the end of all our exploring will be to arrive where we started and know the place for the ﬁrst time.’”

JOIN A FINDLAY-HANCOCK
COUNTY COALITION
MENTAL HEALTH AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE
HOUSING
TRANSPORTATION
WORKFORCE
FOOD INSECURITY
LITERACY
SAFETY AND SECURITY
Visit www.cce.findlay.edu for details on each coalition
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About the Center for Civic Engagement
The Findlay-Hancock County Center for Civic Engagement (CCE) at the University of Findlay is
designed to bring individuals together to generate dialogue and create social initiatives that shape the
lives of individuals and our community’s future. The CCE is the vital entity in our community to provide
coordinated links to resources and content experts that will translate theories and concepts into “catalytic
projects that will move the needle” on local challenges. The CCE also serves dual functions: one is to be
the backbone support for a community-wide collective impact/continuous improvement process, and
the other is to enable university employees and students the opportunity to learn from, engage with, and
creatively support our community in addressing complex social issues.
Learn more about the CCE and the community’s collective impact process at www.cce.findlay.edu.

www.cce.findlay.edu

